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The Politics Of Local Participatory
Theodore H. Friedgut scrutinizes mass political participation in the Soviet system, examining in detail the electoral process, the local councils, and
the ...
Political Participation in the USSR
WITH THE POLLS shortly set to close on national, regional and local elections in Scotland, Wales and England (plus the Hartlepool by-election, and
voting for police and crime commissioners in England ...
Transformatory politics beyond the elections
Considering how long it took to launch the conference, its success is everything but granted and requires our attention, argues EESC president ...
Conference on the Future of Europe: How not to waste the opportunity
The month of April marked 27 years since South Africa's first democratic national elections on 27 April 1994. This was the genesis of the country's
multi-party, proportional representation electoral ...
Independent candidates can reignite youth participation
The easy etiquette dodge about “not talking politics” is out — consumers are pushing companies ... particularly when seeking to solve our biggest
economic and societal ills at the local level,” Dimon ...
The Politics of Fashion: A New World Order
Gov. Tim Walz said that it should take away some of the conflicts that have soured relations with legislative Republicans.
How the rollback of Minnesota’s COVID restrictions could affect the end-of-session politics at the Capitol
The Sheffield Labour party have lost eight seats in this week’s local elections, meaning they no longer have control of the city council ...
BREAKING: Labour have lost control of Sheffield Council for the first time in a decade
Much of what has rendered India a disaster zone is the direct result of Modi’s policies. Yet even before Modi, India had deemphasized the importance
of investing in public health and vaccine ...
The Roots of India’s COVID Crisis
Report of Press Conference held via Zoom on 6th May 2021, 3 pm Opening the press conference, Ms. Bhargavi Rao, Trustee of Environment Support
Group noted “We have lost so many of our loved ones, not ...
CM Of Karnataka, Act Now Against Communalisation Of The Covid Crisis
During the pandemic Harris County Judge Lina Hidalgo has been one of Texas’ most consistent voices of caution. Elected in 2018 at age 27, she’s
basically the CEO of Texas’ largest county — one that, ...
Q&A: Lina Hidalgo on her political future, I-45 and lowering Harris County's COVID threat level
Over the past 25 years since it commenced its operations in 1995, REPOA has become a signature think tank in Tanzania due to the unique roles it
has played in policy research and ...
25 years of REPOA’s experience in policy research and capacity building
The German birth rate is considerably below what’s needed to replace the population. German seniors, meanwhile, are living longer and drawing
more on state resources for their pensions and health care ...
Immigration Is the Solution for the Falling US Birth Rate
The Conservative partys victory in the Hartlepool by-election is the latest development in a political realignment that has been bubbling under the ...
Hartlepool by-election: inside the new northern Conservatism
Given the slow pace of the peace process, ongoing civilian casualties, destruction of civilian infrastructure, violations of international humanitarian
law, and millions of displaced people, it is har ...
ANALYSIS - Where is Syria headed a decade into the humanitarian catastrophe?
A union jack hangs limply from Labour’s campaign headquarters in Hartlepool. The flag has flown for six weeks over the former vape shop, next to
an outlet called We Sell Owt, in the town where Labour ...
‘Obsessed with the flag’: Labour recriminations begin in Hartlepool
An American Community Bank board member received, Indiana's highest honor. Dana Dumezich was honored by Indiana Gov. Eric Holcomb for her
distinguished service to the Hoosier State. Indiana governors ...
American Community Bank board member wins Sagamore of the Wabash
VOTERS were out in force on polling day this week, casting their ballots for their favoured parties in the local .
Bucks: When will we know the results of the local elections?
Here’s something teachers really, really love: an “A” game in the classroom and on assignments from their students.
The greatest teacher appreciation gifts ever
Back in 1953, former First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt lobbied Congress to create a National Teacher Appreciation Day. In 1984, the National Parent
Teacher Association moved it from March to May, and gave ...
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